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A B S T R A C T   

Present work studies 126 quaternary and 126 quinary equiatomic refractory high entropy alloys (RHEAs), made 
from Group IV (Ti, Zr, Hf), Group V (V, Nb, Ta) and Group VI (Cr, Mo, W) elements. Rule-of-mixtures (ROM) 
technique is used to calculate liquidus temperature, density (ρ), Young’s modulus (E), % atomic size difference 
(δ), valence electron concentration (VEC) and specific heat at constant pressure and at 1273 K (Cp). CALPHAD 
technique is used to predict the number of phases formed at 298 K, ρ and liquidus temperature. ROM calculated 
densities are matching perfectly with CALPHAD values. Densities and E are directly proportional to the VEC and 
liquidus temperature of the alloys. Ti, Zr, Hf are ductilizing the alloys and making them light; whereas Cr, Mo 
and W, are reducing the alloys’ ductility and making them heavy. For quinary RHEAs, Cp shows six distinct 
groups with δ, but a similar trend is not observed in quaternary RHEAs. A methodology is developed to screen a 
large number of alloys based on various properties. Correlations between those properties are also studied.   

1. Introduction 

The quest for materials sustaining high temperatures for a prolonged 
duration is perpetual. The demand for high-temperature alloys from 
aerospace and power-generation industries has increased further as they 
want to push the limits of their aircraft and turbines. Ni-based super-
alloys have ruled this application domain for the past few decades [1]. 
At the start of the twenty-first century, a novel alloy design strategy led 
to the development of a new field of alloys, called as “High Entropy 
Alloys (HEAs)”, “Complex Concentrated Alloys (CCAs)” and “Multi--
Principal Elements Alloys (MPEAs)” [2–5]. In this context, a new class of 
HEAs composed of refractory elements, namely, “Refractory Complex 
Concentrated Alloys (RCCAs)” or “Refractory High-Entropy Alloys 
(RHEAs)”, are being actively developed as an alternative to currently 
used superalloys [6]. 

The melting point of a metal decides its end application temperature. 
Correspondingly, the melting point of the base metal (Ni (1728 K) or Co 
(1768 K)) limits the inherent strength of superalloys. Since the constit-
uents of RHEAs are composed of refractory elements, they are expected 
to show better high-temperature properties. AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr is one 
such RHEA which has a yield strength of 1597 MPa at 1073 K, whereas, 
that of TMS-238 (6th gen. superalloy) is 1041 MPa at 1023 K [7,8]. The 

superior yield strength value shows the immense potential of RHEAs for 
high-temperature applications. Among the RHEAs synthesised so far, 
MoNbTaW (3177 K) and MoNbTaWV (2946 K) possess very high liq-
uidus temperatures [9]. The liquidus temperature is estimated using 
ROM as there is a lack of experimental data [9]. High liquidus temper-
ature makes the property determination of RHEAs difficult, given the 
fact that not all the characterisation equipment can sustain high tem-
peratures for a prolonged duration. Accurate determination of 
high-temperature mechanical properties of RHEAs remain a challenge as 
their liquidus temperature is higher than that of the superalloy clamps 
used in the high-temperature tensile/compression testing machines. 

Material development for any specific application demands one to 
study a large number of alloys and their properties. As mentioned 
earlier, if the alloys being developed are RHEAs, then their property 
determination becomes quite challenging. Most of the studied RHEAs 
are either quaternary or quinary alloys starting from the seminal work of 
Senkov et al. in 2010 [9,10]. Thus, the current work is focused on 
quaternary and quinary equiatomic RHEAs. The present report proposes 
a methodology to study a large number of alloy families, which does not 
require heavy computational resources. Various properties like liquidus 
temperature, density are calculated using rule-of-mixtures (ROM) re-
lations and compared with CALculation of PHase Diagram (CALPHAD) 
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approach. In addition, the proposed technique can quickly narrow down 
the alloy family depending upon requirements. 

2. Methods 

Alloy combinations are selected from a palette of nine elements from 
Group-IV (Ti, Zr, Hf), Group-V (V, Nb, Ta) and Group-VI (Cr, Mo, W). A 
total of 126 (9C4) quaternary (4RHEA) and 126 (9C5) quinary (5RHEA) 
equiatomic RHEAs have been studied. Density (ρ), Young’s Modulus (E), 
valence electron concentration (VEC), liquidus temperature, % atomic 
size difference (δ) and specific heat at constant pressure at 1273 K (Cp) of 
4RHEA and 5RHEA are calculated with the help of rule-of-mixtures 
(ROM) relations given in Table 1 [11,12]. 

The values of individual elements are taken from Refs. [13,14]. For 
the CALPHAD approach, Thermo-Calc software with TCHEA (v2.1) 
database is used to predict overall alloy density (ρ), number of phases (at 
298 K) and liquidus temperatures of the respective alloys [15]. 

Calculated properties are first plotted in the form of a scatter matrix plot, 
and then their respective “Pearson’s r parameter”/correlation parameter 
is calculated and analysed. Figures with additional information are 
included in the supplementary data. 

3. Results 

3.1. Density, liquidus temperature 

Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows the ROM estimated density (Density-ROM) 
and CALPHAD calculated density (Density-TC) of the 4RHEAs and 
5RHEAs, respectively. Alloys with the lowest density are TiZrVCr 
(6.03 g/cm3) and TiZrVCrNb (6.57 g/cm3), whereas, the heaviest are 
MoTaWHf (14.81 g/cm3) and MoTaWHfCr (13.72 g/cm3). Table 2 [9, 
16–19] compares ROM and CALPHAD calculated density values with 
experimental densities of a few equiatomic RHEAs available in the 
literature. It is important to note that the ROM densities are very close to 

Table 1 
Relations used for property estimation. ri: radius of individual element’s atom, r: 
avg. atomic radius of alloy, C: atom fraction, A: atomic weight (g/mol), ρ: 
density (g/cc), V: molar volume (m3), Cp: specific heat at constant pressure at 
1273.  

Property Formula 

Density (g/cc) ρalloy =

∑
i(C⋅A)i

∑
i

(
C⋅A

ρ

)

i  

Young’s Modulus (GPa) 
Ealloy =

∑
i(C⋅V⋅E)i∑

i(C⋅V)i  

%Radius mismatch/atomic size difference 
δ =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑

i
Ci ⋅

(
1 −

ri

r

)2
√

Valence Electron Concentration VEC =
∑

i
Ci⋅Valencyi  

Melting Point/Liquidus (K) Tm =
∑

i
Ci⋅Ti  

Specific heat at 1273 K (J/mol.K) Cp =
∑

i
(Cp⋅T)i   

Fig. 1. Density comparison of (a) 4RHEA (b) 5RHEA, by ROM and CALPHAD. Melting point comparison of (c) 4RHEA (d) 5RHEA, by ROM and CALPHAD.  

Table 2 
Experimental, ROM and CALPHAD calculated densities (ρ) of few equia-
tomic RHEAs.  

S. 
No. 

Alloy Experimental 
ρ (g/cm3)  

ROM 
ρ (g/ 
cm3)  

CALPHAD 
ρ (g/cm3)  

Reference (for 
experimental 
ρ)  

Present work 

1 MoNbTaW 13.64 13.75 13.8 [9] 
2 MoNbTaWV 12.36 12.36 12.44 [9] 
3 NbTiVZr 6.52 6.5 6.4 [16] 
4 CrNbTiZr 6.67 6.7 6.73 [16] 
5 CrNbTiVZr 6.57 6.52 6.68 [16] 
6 TiZrHfNbTa 9.94 9.91 9.89 [17] 
7 TiZrHfMoTa 10.24 10.21 10.19 [18] 
8 MoNbTaTiW 11.72 11.76 11.85 [19] 
9 NbTiZrVMo 7.27 7.13 7.18 [19] 
10 NbTiZrVTa 8.43 8.5 8.5 [19] 
11 NbTiZrVCr 6.57 6.57 6.68 [19]  
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the experimentally determined values. Fig. 1(c) and (d) shows the ROM 
calculated liquidus temperature (MP-ROM) and CALPHAD calculated 
liquidus temperature (MP-TC) of the 4RHEA and 5RHEA, respectively. 
Alloys with the lowest liquidus temperature are, TiZrVCr 
(MP-ROM = 2108 K, MP-TC = 1623 K) and TiZrVCrHf 
(MP-ROM = 2187 K, MP-TC = 1621 K), whereas, MoNbTaW 
(MP-ROM = 3158 K, MP-TC = 3138 K) and MoNbTaWV 
(MP-ROM = 2963 K, MP-TC = 2976 K) have the highest liquidus 
temperature. 

From Figs. 2 and 3, for both the alloy families, it is clear that the 
density is reasonably correlated with the MP-TC, as indicated by 0.69 
correlation factor (number in blue colour). Figs. S1(a) and (b) (of sup-
plementary data) show four distinct groups for 4RHEAs and 5RHEAs, 
respectively. In each of these groups, the density increases with VEC, as 
shown by the positive slope of the trend lines in Fig. S1. The alloys have 
more amount of Group-VI (Cr, Mo, W) elements as we move further 
towards the top right side of the graph, on the other hand, at the bottom 
left of the graph, the alloys have more amount of Group-IV (Ti, Zr, Hf) 
elements (Fig. S1). 

3.2. Young’s modulus 

Young’s Modulus (E) is strongly correlated with MP-TC, ρ and VEC 
for both 4RHEAs and 5RHEAs (Figs. 2, 3 and Fig. S2 of supplementary 
data). They are explained in the next two sections. 

3.2.1. 4RHEAs 
In 4RHEAs, TiZrHfNb (89.37 GPa) has the lowest E value, whereas, 

TaCrMoW (298.23 GPa) has the highest E value. For 4RHEAs, E shows 
0.75 correlation with MP-TC, 0.52 correlation with density and 0.90 
correlation with VEC (Fig. 2). According to the VEC = 4.5 threshold 
[20], TiZrHfTa, TiZrVTa and TiZrHfV are estimated to possess good 
ductility among the studied alloys whereas, CrMoWTa, CrMoWNb and 
CrMoWNb alloys are estimated to possess poor ductility among the 
studied alloys (Fig. S1(a) of supplementary data). E vs. density plot 
shows four distinct groups (Fig. S2(a) of supplementary data). From S2 
(a), majority of the alloys in the group (1) have Ti, Zr and Hf, whereas, 
majority of the alloys in the group (4) have Cr, Mo and W. 

3.2.2. 5HREAs 
In 5RHEAs, TiZrHfNbV (94.99 GPa) has the lowest E value, whereas, 

TaCrMoWV (266.93 GPa) has the highest E value. For 5RHEAs, E shows 
0.76 correlation with MP-TC, 0.51 correlation with density and 0.90 
correlation with VEC (Fig. 3). According to the VEC = 4.5 threshold 
[20], TiZrHfTaNb, TiZrHfVTa and TiZrHfVNb alloys have good ductility 
among the studied alloys. In contrast, CrMoWNbTa, CrMoWVTa and 
VCrMoWNb alloys have poor ductility among the studied alloys as 
indicated in Fig. S2(b). From S2(b) of supplementary data, majority of 
the alloys in the group (1) have Ti, Zr and Hf, whereas, majority of the 
alloys in the group (4) have Cr, Mo and W. 

3.3. Specific heat at constant pressure and at 1273 K (Cp) 

In 4RHEAs, Cp shows a weak correlation of about − 0.35 with MP-TC 
and a strong correlation of about − 0.58 with ρ (Fig. 2). Similarly, in 
5RHEAs, Cp shows a weak correlation of about − 0.31 with MP-TC and a 

Fig. 2. Overview of relationships between different properties for 4RHEA. Numbers in blue colour inside each graph are “Pearson’s r” parameter.  
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strong correlation of about − 0.58 with ρ (Fig. 3). In 5RHEAs, Cp shows 
six distinct groups with % atomic size difference (red circles Fig. 3). 
However, a similar trend is not observed in 4RHEAs. 

3.4. Phases 

3.4.1. 4RHEAs 
Fig. 4(a) shows the number of phases present at 298 K for 4RHEAs. 

While only one alloy (MoNbTaW) has single-phase, 40 alloys have two- 
phase, 71 alloys have three-phase, and 14 alloys have four-phase 
microstructure. There is no five-phase microstructure alloy in 4RHEAs. 
Majority of 4RHEAs have three-phase microstructure. These alloys have 
a relatively high occurrence of Zr, Hf and Nb as compared to other el-
ements (Fig. 4(b)). Most of the four-phase 4RHEAs are composed of Ti 
and Ta (Fig. 4(b)). 

3.4.2. 5RHEAs 
Fig. 4(c) shows the number of phases present at 298 K for 5RHEAs. 

Eighteen alloys have two-phase, 84 alloys have three-phases, 23 alloys 
have four-phase, and only one alloy (TiVTaCrMo) has five-phase 
microstructure. It is interesting to note that there is no single-phase 
alloy in 5RHEAs unlike 4RHEAs. Majority of 5RHEAs have three- 
phase microstructure having similar occurrence of all the nine ele-
ments (Fig. 4(d)). Most of the four-phase 5RHEAs are composed of Ti, Zr 
and Hf (Fig. 4(d)). 

3.5. VEC analysis 

Fig. 4(e) and (f) show the occurrence of all the constituent elements 
in 4RHEA and 5RHEA of different VEC values, respectively. Alloys can 
be made ductile by decreasing their VEC values with the help of 
appropriate alloying elements [21]. The criteria for good ductility 
(VEC < 4.5) is taken from Refs. [20–22]. Accordingly, among the stud-
ied 4RHEAs and 5RHEAs, Ti, Zr, Hf containing alloys are expected to 
show high ductility, whereas, Cr, Mo, W containing alloys are expected 
to show low ductility. 

Fig. S1 of supplementary data compares density with VEC. The 
boundary between ductile and brittle alloy is taken at VEC = 4.5 [20]. 
From Fig. S1(a) (of supplementary data), it can be seen that among the 
studied 4RHEAs, TiZrHfV, TiZrHfNb, TiZrHfTa are expected to show 
high ductility (VEC = 4.25); and, TaCrMoW, NbCrMoW, VCrMoW are 
expected to show low ductility (VEC = 5.75). From S1(b) (of supple-
mentary data), it is evident that among the studied 5RHEAs, TiZrHfVNb, 
TiZrHfVTa, TiZrHfNbTa can show high ductility (VEC = 4.4); and 
NbTaCrMoW, VTaCrMoW, VNbCrMoW can show low ductility 
(VEC = 5.6). These results are in line with earlier studies on TiZrHfNbTa 
and TiZrHfMoTa alloy, which have shown them to have excellent 
strength and ductility combination [17,18,23–25]. 

4. Discussion 

The overall alloy density calculated using CALPHAD approach and 
ROM technique is similar, as observed from Fig. 1(a) and (b). In 

Fig. 3. Overview of relationships between different properties for 5RHEA. Numbers in blue colour inside each graph are “Pearson’s r” parameter.  
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addition, Table 2 indicates that the ROM calculated densities are very 
close to experimentally measured values in the cases considered. 
Therefore, the density can be estimated with reasonably good accuracy 
using ROM. Experimental determination of the liquidus temperature is 
challenging due to the extremely high melting points of RHEAs. Based 
on the literature survey, there is no report which gives experimentally 
determined liquidus temperature for RHEAs. Therefore, CALPHAD 
technique is used to estimate the liquidus temperature. The ROM esti-
mated liquidus temperatures have shown significant deviations from 
CALPHAD calculated values at lower temperature ranges (Fig. 1(c) and 
(d)). This is because the ROM technique does not take into account the 
interactions among the elements, whereas CALPHAD has a thermody-
namic basis and considers interaction between the elements. 

As the VEC of alloys increases, their ρ and E also increase (Figs. 2, 3, 
S1 and S2), pointing to the fact that increase in VEC is facilitating the 
reduction of molar volume. The relationship between VEC and molar 
volume can be explained from the trend observed in the periodic table. 
In the periodic table, as we move across periods from Group-IV (Ti, Zr, 

Hf) to Group-VI (Cr, Mo, W), the number of electrons (valency) and 
protons in the atom increases. The increased positive charge on the 
nucleus decreases the overall atomic size of the atom by attracting the 
electron cloud towards it. Decreased atomic size reduces the molar 
volume of the element. Increased VEC leads to an overall reduction in 
the average atomic size of the alloy, which in turn reduces the molar 
volume. Reduced molar volume, combined with heavy elements, in-
crease the ρ of alloys. 

Thus, with higher fraction of Group VI constituents in comparison to 
Group IV leads to an increase in VEC of the alloy, which leads to a 
decrease in average alloy atomic size, which in turn decreases the molar 
volume of the alloy. In addition, a higher fraction of Group VI elements 
in the alloy also increases the average alloy atomic weight and hence the 
density of the alloy increases. Similarly, as the VEC increases, the 
average alloy bond strength increases, which leads to higher liquidus 
temperature and increased Young’s modulus (Figs. 2 and 3). 

For alloys to be ductile, the dislocation nucleation should occur 
before crack nucleation. Dislocation nucleates when the local shear 

Fig. 4. (a) Overview of number of phases in 4RHEA. (b) Occurrence of elements in 1/2/3/4 phases in 4RHEA. (c) Overview of number of phases in 5RHEA. (d) 
Occurrence of elements in 2/3/4/5 phases in 5RHEA. Occurrence of respective elements in various (e) 4RHEA and (f) 5RHEA of different VEC values. 
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stress on the slip plane becomes equal to the ideal shear strength. 
Whereas, crack initiates when the tensile stress on the direction 
perpendicular to the cleavage plane exceeds tensile strength [26]. 
However, some alloys fail by shear deformation without any cracking 
even when they are loaded in tensile mode on the direction perpendic-
ular to cleavage plane [27]. This is known as “shear instability”, where 
the dislocations get activated before cracking, and the materials become 
intrinsically ductile. Alloy becomes intrinsically brittle when shear 
instability occurs after the tensile strength is reached. Mo and W are two 
such examples of intrinsically brittle metals, which have been made 
ductile by decreasing their VEC (by alloying), which leads to Jahn-Teller 
distortion [22]. A similar concept has been used to ductilize high en-
tropy alloys by decreasing their VEC with appropriate alloying additions 
[20,21]. 

Alloying with low valency elements can lead to the development of 
intrinsic ductility in RHEAs. In present work, Ti, Zr and Hf have the 
lowest valency among the elements. Therefore, addition of Ti, Zr and Hf 
can help in ductilizing the RHEAs (Fig. 4(e), (f)) by reducing the overall 
VEC of the alloy. Similarly, addition of Cr, Mo and W can make the 
RHEA brittle by increasing the overall VEC of the alloy (Fig. 4(e) and 
(f)). 

From Fig. S2, for both 4RHEAs and 5RHEAs, the alloy can be made 
ductile and light by using relatively light elements such as Ti, Zr and Hf 
which reduces the VEC to below 4.5 threshold [20]. Similarly, the alloy 
can be made stronger and heavy by using relatively heavy elements such 
as Cr, Mo and W, which increases the VEC to way above 4.5 threshold 
[20]. 

Fig. 4(a) and (c) indicate that the high entropy effect is not helping 
the alloy to solidify in a single phase. Except one alloy (MoNbTaW), the 
rest of the 4RHEAs and 5RHEAs are multi-phase alloys which suggests 
that not only entropy of mixing but also the enthalpy of mixing should 
be taken into account while defining the phase formation criteria [16, 
28]. In 4RHEAs while Zr, Hf and Nb help the alloys to solidify in a 
three-phase microstructure, Ti and Ta help them to solidify in a 
four-phase microstructure (Fig. 4(b)). In 5RHEAs, Ti, Zr and Hf are 
helping the alloys to solidify in a four-phase microstructure. The ma-
jority of 4RHEAs and 5RHEAs are predicted to have three-phase mi-
crostructures (Fig. 4(b) and (d)) at room temperature. 

The scatter matrix plots shown in Figs. 2 and 3 give an overview of 
various properties and their inter-relations for 4RHEAs and 5RHEAs, 
respectively. In two figures, 252 different alloy families are studied on 
six different parameters (Figs. 2 and 3). This approach helps in screening 
alloys based on application and design requirements, as shown in S1 and 
S2 (of supplementary data). The “scatter-matrix-plot” approach quan-
tifies all the possible combinations between various properties in the 
form of correlation parameter (blue numbers in Figs. 2 and 3). 

5. Conclusions 

In summary, we have studied all possible equiatomic quaternary and 
quinary RHEAs made from Group-IV (Ti, Zr, Hf), Group-V (V, Nb, Ta) 
and Group-VI (Cr, Mo, W) elements. Correlations between liquidus 
temperature, density, VEC, atomic size difference, Cp and E have been 
studied for 252 different RHEA families. While the anomaly for Cp in 
5RHEAs needs further extensive evaluation, the present work shows that 
ROM complemented with CALPHAD technique can act as a useful tool to 
study a large number of alloy families, without requiring heavy 
computational resources. 

The “scatter-matrix-plot” methodology can help alloy designers 
screen a large number of alloy systems. It will also help them narrow 
down alloy family depending upon application requirements. Those 
requirements can be different ranges of liquidus temperature, density, 
Young’s modulus or specific modulus. It will also help them decide 
weightage to different properties according to their design and appli-
cation requirements. 
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